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Invisible Joints—Strong, Trim, Simple
Oxy-acetylene Welding contributes these impor-
tant advantages to the design and manufacture
of metal products.
By W. B. MILLER*
IN THE fabrication of metals it is
not necessary to sacrifice appear-
ance and simplicity for strength.
Modern methods have changed
that. Through the use of welding,
it is now possible, with a mini-
mum investment in equipment, to
fabricate products with strength
where it is wanted. Extra bulk
throughout for reinforcing the
weakest spot is not necessary.
Welded for Strength
The welded joint is as strong as or
even stronger than the metal it
joins. It is leak-proof and thus
For Rigorous Use
For years, field hoes were manu-
factured by a forging and rolling
process involving a considerable
investment in machinery. An en-
terprising hoe manufacturer found
that he could eliminate inherent
weaknesses by welding. He de-
signed a bimetal job : the hoe blade
of a steel made to hold its cutting
edge longer, the sturdy shank of
a steel selected for its ability to
withstand shock and fatigue.
These are then joined by welding
with a bronze welding rod. In this
way there is no compromise—ma-
STRONG JOINTS-95 per cent of all aircraft have oxy-acetylene welded
fuselages, wings and other members.
admirably suited for piping or
containers of any sort, to resist
pressure, temperature, or shock.
Another way of making the prod-
uct stronger is to weld it from one
of the new alloy steels or strong
non-ferrous alloys. In this way
another desirable property is usu-
ally obtained — lighter weight.
Welding can be used to make joints
in any of the commercial metals.
In Aircraft Construction
Outstanding as an example of the
use of welded joints for their
strength is in aircraft manufac-
ture. In an airplane fuselage, every
joint must be strong enough to
withstand heavy stresses from all
sides in flying. The joints must
be tough also, for the shocks they
undergo are sudden as well as
powerful. They are made in a
strong alloy—chrome-molybdenum
steel. Welded joints are the stand-
ard of the aircraft industry be-
cause they fulfill faithfully these
essential requirements on which
so many human lives depend.
terials are chosen for the job they
are to do—and the manufacturer
makes a better hoe at lower cost.
In Modern Furniture
In making metal chairs it is nec-
essary to get a strong ductile joint
and one smooth in contour to take
the various special finishes which
are applied to simulate wood. The
strength of joints made with spe-
cial high strength welding rod can
SIMPLE—by adopting weldingfor
these field hoes, the manufacturer
produces a product with none of
the disadvantages of older designs.
TRIM JOINTS—for metal furni-
ture are made by welding. Chairs
of welded metal easily support as
many heavyweights as can hang on.
support the weight of several stout
men without any sign of giving
way. The welded joints are rounded
and curved so that but little grind-
ing is necessary for a smooth surface.
Welding Is Sound Design
To take advantage of all the fea-
tures of oxy-acetylene welding,
products should be designed or
redesigned with the aid and ad-
vice of competent welding spe-
cialists. Engineers of The Linde
Air Products Company are con-
stantly perfecting details of ox-
welded design which are of in-
terest and assistance to manufac-
turers. Consultation on welded
design can be had without charge
from any Linde Sales Office. They
are located in leading cities of the
country: Atlanta, Baltimore, Bir-
mingham, Boston, Buffalo, Butte,
Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Den-
ver, Detroit, El Paso, Houston,
Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los
Angeles, Memphis, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, New Orleans, New
York, Philadelphia, Phoenix,
Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., St.
Louis, Salt Lake City, San Fran-
cisco, Seattle, Spokane and Tulsa.
Everything for oxy-acetylene
welding and cutting— including
Linde Oxygen, Prest-O-Lite Acet-
ylene, Union Carbide and Oxweld
Apparatus and Supplies—is avail-
able from Linde through produc-
ing plants and warehouse stocks
in all industrial centers.
With Engineering
Coopera tion
Users of oxy-acetylene welding
and cutting, and other products
and processes developed by Units
of Union Carbide and-Carbon Cor-
poration benefit from a most unique
coordination of scientific research
with manufacturing, sales and ser-
vice facilities. These combined
resources of a vast organization
assure a full measure of satisfac-
tory performance.
Engineer, Union Carbide and Carbon Research Labora-
tories, Inc. Unit ofUnion Carbide and Carbon Corporation
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THE electro-plating of rubber isfinding a valuable position in
the field of rubber chemistry. The
processes, which involve the treat-
ing of the latex, the electrodeposi-
tion, and the final treatment, are
described by Mr. Hager in the lead
article.
0
WITH the increase in the use ofreinforced concrete for con-
struction, one must not forget the
advantages and the superiority of
structural steel in certain types of
work. Mr. Shaw sets forth these
advantages for your consideration
in his article "The Advantages of
Structural Steel."
ONE may wonder just what arethe causes and effects of the
dilution of motor oils. The answers
to such queries will be found in
"Behavior of Lubricating Oil in the
Automobile Crankcase," by Mr.
Reintj es.
0
THE public demand for greaterspeed of automobiles has ne-
cessitated an advancement in the
materials of construction of auto-
mobile engines. Mr. MacDonald
lists some steps of progress in this
field in "Recent Developments in
Automobile Engines."
C. D. O.
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THE ELECTRO - DEPOSITION
OF RUBBER
IN 1922 research workers of the
I Eastman Kodak Company made
an important discovery in the field
of rubber chemistry. This discov-
ery consisted in showing that rub-
ber can be deposited on a metal
surface directly from the natural
latex by means of an electric cur-
rent. It had been known prior to
this time that an electric current
would cause rubber particles to
separate from the latex, but this
was the first time that there had
been found a commercial applica-
tion for such a phenomenon.
Rubber latex is the term given
to the fluid obtained by tapping
the rubber tree. It is a suspension
of very small particles in a milk-
colored liquid. When the latex is
taken from the tree, it is in an
unstable condition, and coagulates
very easily and rapidly. However,
it can be stabilized by means of
ammonia, after which it can be
preserved for some time. It is only
recently that this stable form of
latex became an article of com-
merce, replacing the previously
used coagulated rubber. Whether
the latex is to be termed an
emulsoid or a suspensoid, that is,
whether the particles are in the
solid or liquid condition, is a point
of controversy. Latex particles ex-
hibit a property of colloids in that
they are capable of being electric-
ally charged. The charge is nega-
tive in this case, therefore, when
an electric current is passed
through the latex particles, they
migrate to the positive pole or
anode. The concentration of latex
in the solution varies considerably,
depending largely upon the season
of the year, but a standard con-
centration is 35 per cent.
The variations in the shape of
By John J. Hager, ch., '35
the particles can be explained by
the Brownian movement. This im-
plies that the small particles of
rubber are in constant motion. The
particles are deformed from their
spherical shape by both the bom-
bardment of the liquid causing
their motion and by their own im-
pacts. If a particle is struck tan-
gentially, thereby causing it to
spin, the particle will elongate and
become ellipsoidal, and if the ro-
tary motion is sufficiently great, a
section will be split off.
In preparing the latex for elec-
trodeposition, a number of other
substances are mixed and com-
pounded with it. If this were not
done, there would be no commercial
application for the process. For
example, since sulfur is one of the
important elements present in vul-
canized rubber, it is added to the
latex either as colloidal sulfur or
as ordinary fine sulfur.
Certain pigments and fillers may
be added. Some of the more com-
mon among them are white lead,
clay, lithopone, baryta, silica, and
colloidal metals. Sometimes condi-
tioning agents of mineral oils are
added. Certain accelerators are also
placed in the mixture.
The prepared mixture usually
consists of 35 per cent by weight
of rubber and compounding ingre-
dients, about 20 grams per liter of
ammonia, and 30 grams per liter
of ammonium chloride. This mix-
ture is placed in the anode com-
partment of a diaphragm cell.
Slightly alkaline water is placed in
the cathode compartment. A strip
of zinc or galvanized iron serves
as an anode. When an electric volt-
age is impressed across the elec-
trodes, a number of phenomena
occur. Electrolysis produces a lower
hydrogen ion concentration in the
cathode compartment, while at the
anode an electrochemical solution
of zinc is formed. The hydrogen
and zinc ions react with the
hyroxyl ion of the latex particles,
thereby neutralizing them. The
rapid Brownian movement, are
brought together to form a com-
pact mass which adheres to the
anode.
As deposition continues water is
discharged particles, through their
removed from the deposit by elec-
troendosmosis. The term "electro-
endosmosis" perhaps requires ex-
planation. Colloids possess a charge
opposite in sign to the dispersion
medium, and migrate to an elec-
trode. Electroendosmosis is the re-
versal of this process ; the particles
are held stationary while the
liquid moves. Alkalis cause a nega-
tive diaphragm to become more
negative. The direction of electro-
endosmosis indicates the sign of
the charge in the liquid. In the
above described case the water
flows through the cathode diap-
hragm. The amount of water flow-
ing has been found to be approxi-
mately equal to the difference be-
tween the amount deposited and
the amount remaining in the de-
posit.
The deposited rubber may con-
tain as much as 60 per cent total
solids from a 35 per cent mix with-
out depleting the mix, because of
the action of the coagulating ions
and the adjustment of the concen-
tration by electroendosmosis.
For the successful operation of
electrodeposition processes, the al-
kalinity must be controlled to with-
in fairly close limits. The pH value
for any set of conditions usually
is one which gives a firm deposit
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of low electrical resistance. If the
pH chosen is too low the deposit is
soft and cracks when dried, while
on the other hand a pH value too
high results in a deposit with too
high an electrical resistance.
During deposition the alkalinity
increases at the cathode while
there is a decrease at the anode,
consequently the deposits become
neutral in sign, having a pH value
from 6 to 7. If the cathode were in
the latex mixture, the pH would
increase with deposition. By using
a cathode diaphragm and allowing
water to flow through the cathode
compartment, the pH value re-
mains nearly constant, resulting in
a decrease because of the evapora-
tion of the ammonia. Fresh latex
has a pH value from 5.8 to 6.4, and
will coagulate with a value from
4.4 to 5.6. The pH value of am-
moniated latex is 10 or more.
The anode process will operate
successfully in latex mixes con-
taining from 20 to 60 per cent total
solids. Since normal latex never
averages over 40 per cent, the more
concentrated mixes are prepared by
removing some water from the
latex.
The rate of deposition increases
very rapidly with the concentra-
tion of the mix. Data available
shows that a 35 per cent mix hav-
ing a normal pH value has a de-
position factor of 1.2 to 1.5 grams
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of dry deposit per ampere minute.
Increasing the concentration to 35
per cent will increase the deposi-
tion two to four times.
The concentration of the mix
may be maintained in three ways :
(1) by electroendosmotic flow of
cathode diaphragms, (2) by re-
placing the deposited rubber with
a mix of the same concentration as
the deposit, and (3) by the removal
of the water from the mix by
evaporation. The use of a cathode
diaphragm prevents not only an
increase in the alkalinity but also
prevents the hydrogen frothing of
the latex. When a dilute mix is
used, high electroendosmotic flow
is necessary to maintain the con-
centration ; and then, too, there is
the compacting of the deposits by
electroendosmotic action. The elec-
troendosmotic action is possible
only with dilute mixes. When the
concentration increases, permea-
bility of the deposit decreases, and
the resistance increases.
The most important factor in-
fluencing the electrodeposition of
rubber is the velocity of the co-
agulating ions. The velocity of the
zinc ions under the potential used
determines the rate of formation
of the rubber deposits. With the
usual potential gradient of 5 volts
per inch, the deposition rate would
be .020 inches per minute, provid-
ed that the velocity of the ions
were the same in a wet coagulated
deposit as in water. However, there
are other factors to be consid-
ered. The velocity of the ions
are retarded by decreasing the
permeability of the deposit. There
are also some zinc ions precipitated
as zinc hyrdoxide. The increase in
the resistance of the deposit causes
some part of the voltage to be dis-
tributed across the deposit, which
in turn increases the velocity of
the unprecipitated zinc ions. The
result of all these factors is that
considerably less rubber is de-
posited than is theoretically possi-
ble ; nevertheless the deposits are
sufficiently rapid to be fairly satis-
factory from a commercial point
of view.
The current density commonly
used is from .05 to .15 amperes
per square inch of surface to be
coated. Higher current densities
produce smoother deposits and
have better throwing power. The
latter term refers to the ability of
the deposit to assume the exact
shape of the article on which it is
deposited. However, with the larg-
er current densities there is exces-
sive heating caused by the high
resistance of the freshly deposited
rubber. In order to coat odd shaped
articles satisfactorily a high cur-
rent density is used at first, and
then it is later reduced to a safe
value. The voltage used varies
from 10 to 100 volts, depending on
the current densities and the shape
of the article to be coated.
Zinc is the preferred metal for
most purposes as anode material.
This is because it possesses the
properties of going into solution
anodically, and also because of the
fact that the oxide which is present
in the deposit is an accelerator for
vulcanization. Then, too, zinc can
be coated with other metals very
economically. Other materials
which are sometimes used are
cadmium, iron, and soft steel. How-
ever, all of these metals possess
some undersirable feature.
The Rose Technic
After the rubber has been de-
posited, it may be treated in sev-
eral ways. Ordinarily it is merely
washed and then dried. The drying
process is carried out under definite
conditions of temperature and
humidity control. After drying, the
deposits are cured with live steam
or air. Treating the product as de-
scribed will cause the rubber to
adhere to the surface on which it is
coated, so that it lasts longer.
The anode process is used for
producing gloves, balloons, drug
sundries, overshoes, and many
specialties. The anode process has
replaced the old and laborious
method of hand-dipping. The
strength and durability of the
product are much greater than for
a similar product made with masti-
cated rubber. Other physical prop-
erties of anode coatings, such as
tear resistance, wear, abrasion,
water absorption, and toughness,
are comparable to those obtained
with the best grade of masticated
rubber or gum-dipped rubber. The
anode process has been used very
recently in the lin!ng of tank cars,
tanks, and containers, for resis-
tance to wear and abrasion, and for
handling corrosive chemicals.
The Advantages of
Structrual
Reinforced concrete is now being
used extensively in construction.
The stress placed upon the study of
this form of construction may
make one forget the advantages
of using structural steel ; therefore
its superiority in certain types of
work should be brought to the at-
tention of the engineering student.
The advantages that are set forth
below for your consideration are
stated without the idea of proving
that such construction supersedes
or is superseded by reinforced con-
crete construction. The deciding
factor lies in choosing the mate-
rials of construction that will be of
maximum usefulness and value for
the given conditions.
The one quality that every build-
ing material must have is strength.
A material stressed beyond its
yield-point is not safe in construc-
tion ; therefore it is best if this
yield-point is known before the
material is used. The strength of
steel depends upon its chemical
composition, but the strength of
any grade of steel is definitely
known before it is used. To be sure
of the grade, a chemical analysis
is made of the steel when it is cast
into the ingots, and from the
analysis each "melt" can be identi-
fied as suitable for a specific grade
or quality of steel. To make sure
that the steel is of the same grade
By Virgil Shaw, c., '35
after it has been rolled into the
desired shape and to make sure
that the rolling gave the metal the
required density, toughness, and
elasticity, pieces can be taken from
the finished product and tested for
the ultimate tensile strength, elas-
tic limit, and percentage of elonga-
tion.
Tests show that steel is the
strongest structural material per
unit of weight and per unit of
volume, that it resists equally the
stresses of tension, compression,
and shearing, while other mater-
ials do not, that there are no in-
ternal chemical changes in the
steel to cause deterioration, and
that the metal will return to its
original form and position after
being deformed by loads, if the
elastic limit of the steel is not ex-
ceeded.
The imperviousness of steel is
its greatest protection and helps
make the metal a very permanent
material. The strength of pervious
materials is sometimes changed by
decomposition, due to the infiltra-
tion of moisture, or by disintegra-
tion, due to the freezing of this
moisture in the material. The outer
layer of steel will oxidize in the
presence of moisture unless cover-
ed with a protective coating of
paint. However, this external cor-
rosion will not change the strength
Steel
of the unaffected internal mater-
ial ; whereas, other materials are
often changed internally, with the
result that their strength is per-
The mistaken idea that steel
which is subjected to shocks or
vibrations is crystallized and soon
deteriorates has been disproved by
tests and by inspection of old steel
structures. It was found that if
the load or vibration stresses ex-
ceeded the elastic limit of the
metal, the steel reached its fatigue
limit and failed. But steel construc-
tion design is based on accurate
mathematical knowledge, and the
elastic limit of any grade of steel
is known, so that this limit need
not be exceeded.
If the stresses on a structure be-
come greater than those for which
the structure was designed, the
fact that steel is adaptable to rein-
forcement is of great importance.
A steel structure is assembled by
riviting or welding the members
together ; therefore it is a compar-
atively simple process, if there is
room on the structure, to reinforce
an old steel member with more
structural steel, or to remove the
member that has become inade-
quate and replace it by a larger
member. This same property per-
mits a steel structure to be de-
tached from its supporting base
and moved to a new position, or if
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there is no need for an added fac-
tor of safety in the structural de-
sign. Steel needs a protective coat-
ing of paint, as most all materials
necessary, the structure can be
completely dissembled and re-erect-
ed ir. the new position.
If an old steel structure is to be
replaced by a new one, it is very
economical to dissemble the old
structure and receive the benefit
of the high salvage value of the
old steel members.
From an economical point of
view steel seems to rate very high
as a construction material. By
knowing the definite strength of
steel and being able to use accurate
mathematical knowledge in design-
ing a structure of steel, there is a
definite saving on material since
do, but not nearly so much as the
pervious paint absorbing materials.
Because of the fact that the volume
cf steel required to secure a de-
sired strength is less than that for
competitive materials, there is not
as large a surface to cover with
paint. The decrease in weight of a
structure made of steel ordinarily
makes the cost of transportation,
labor of erection, and temporary
erection supports a minimum. The
usual simplicity of erection of steel
members will decrease the time re-
quired to complete a structure,
with a corresponding saving in
labor costs.
The maintenance of steel merely
requires that the metal always be
covered with a protective coat of
paint. If this is done, no member
of a steel structure will disinter-
grate and have to be replaced.
Source : The Superiority of the
Steel Bridge Copyright, 1929, by
American Institute of Steel Con-
struction, Inc.
Behavior of Lubricating Oil
In The Automobile Crankcase
As a result of extensive study
and research by the Standard Oil
Company o f Indiana, a large
amount of interesting and valu-
able information concerning the
dilution of motor oils has been ob-
tained. It has always been known
that when fresh oil is put into the
crankcase of an automobile it be-
comes thinned out and loses its
viscosity to a great extent. This
dilution is due to the contamina-
tion of the oil with the heavy ends
of gasoline. These heavy ends are
soluble in the lubricating oil, and
reduce its viscosity not, as one
might expect, in proportion to the
amount of dissolved material, but
to a much greater extent. For ex-
ample, it has been found that a
crankcase oil of 420 seconds vis-
cosity at 100° F containing five
percent of diluent is reduced to
about 265 seconds, which is about
three fifths of its original value.
Similarly, a ten percent dilution re-
duces the viscosity of an oil about
sixty percent.
Tests have shown that the main
causes of dilution are cold cylinder
walls and excessive use of the
choke. After a car has been stand-
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ing for a period of time the
cylinder block and cooling water
become cold, especially in winter.
Thus, when a charge of partially
vaporized gasoline is drawn into
the cylinders, the less volatile
parts, which constitute the heavier
ends of gasoline, are deposited on
the cold cylinder walls. These de-
posits accumulate until the clyin-
der block and the cooling water
become sufficiently heated t o
vaporize them, which i n cold
weather requires not less than five
minutes after the engine is started,
and ordinarily considerably more.
Since that part of the fuel is not
vaporized, the charge in the cylin-
der is left lean, and it is necessary
to use the choke. This introduces
further quantities of fuel which
are only partly vaporized, and adds
to the amount of diluent passing
to the crankcase. It is a well known
fact that only the vapors of a com-
bustible substance can burn there-
fore the fuel which remains in the
liquid state in the cylinders can
not burn until it is vaporized, and
ordinarily a large portion of it will
be carried into the crankcase be-
fore vaporization takes place.
In spite of these factors, the
amount of dilution does not in-
crease indefinitely with continued
operation of the engine. For the
first fifty miles dilution increases
very rapidly, and then more slow-
ly, until, at about two-hundred
miles, a point of equilibrium seems
to be reached. This equilibrium is
maintained as long as the operat-
ing conditions remain reasonably
constant from day to day. This does
not mean that no more diluent
comes in during periods of cold
starting, but it does mean that
after a given amount has accumu-
lated in the oil, the rate at which
it is driven off during periods of
warm operation approximately bal-
ances the rate at which it comes
in. The evaporation during periods
of warm operation occurs partly
from the cylinder walls and partly
from the breather pipe. The amount
thus driven off is naturally small
when little diluent is present, but
it increases approximately in pro-
portion to the amount of diluent in
the oil. This is the fundamental
reason why oil with little diluent
present tends to show a net in-
crease in dilution, whereas oil with
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a larger amount will show a bal-
anced or equilibrium condition.
Operating conditions, of course,
greatly affect t h e equilibrium
point. In the winter when it is
necessary to use the choke and
when the engine gets cold after
standing only a short time, more
diluent is formed than in the sum-
mer. Then, too, the normal operat-
ing temperatures of the engine
are higher in warm weather than
in cold, and elimination of diluent
is faster when the engine temper-
atures are high. Cars making short
runs and frequent stops normally
have a larger equilibrium amount
of dilution than cars used for long
runs or for continuous operation.
The design and mechanical condi-
tion of an engine also will affect
the amount of dilution, and hence
the equilibrium point.
The following statement has
been published in the S. A. E.
Journal : "The safe limit of vis-
cosity or body to lubricate the
engine is very low, if the engine
is in good mechanical condition and
provided an adequate supply of oil
is maintained in the crankcase
and supplied to the bearings sur-
faces. Light bodied oils satis-
factory for cold weather starting
are sufficiently heavy to prevent
burned out bearings or worn cylin-
der blocks even in warm weather.
Worn cylinder blocks are more
often due to using too heavy an oil
rather than too light an oil, because
of inadequate distribution during
the warming up period."
As a result of the study of oil
dilution in the crankcases of auto-
mobiles, the theory of predilution
of oils has been worked out. Ac-
cording to this theory, if an oil is
prediluted with material that is
similar in characteristAcs to the
diluent formed as a result of
natural dilution, the problem of
providing good lubrication during
the first few miles after changing
oil is solved. Such an oil could be
placed in the crankcase after which
there would be only a small auto-
matic adjustment of dilution be-
fore the equilibrium condition
would be reached. If an oil of a
certain viscosity were placed in the
car, the oil would continue to have
that viscosity as long as the driv-
ing conditions were similar to the
conditions for which the oil was
designed. One trouble that would
be encountered with such oils is
that there would be an added in-
crease in oil consumption if they
were not used correctly. An auto-
mobile filled with oil designed for
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the entire life of the oil.
The entire life of the oil ! What
is the life of an oil ? In studying
the action of oil in the crankcase,
it was found that after the equili-
brium point of dilution and vapor-
ization was reached the viscosity
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LIGHT OIL LOADING RACK
normal driving would, of course,
lose considerable oil due to vapor-
ization of the prediluent if it were
driven on long fast trips. In order
to satisfy all types of consumers,
many different grades of oil would
be necessary. However, for the
normal city driver, prediluted oil
would certainly save the wear on
cylinder walls and bearings, not
only during the first 200 miles of
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light fractions that will crack or
break down into volatile products
under the constant heat of opera-
tion. These products will not dilute
the motor oil permanently in ac-
cordance with the equilibrium
theory. This property would tend
to make the oil more stable and
durable the longer it was used.
If this is true, why change
crankcase oil ? There is only one
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reason for changing an oil that has
been run under normal conditions
in a motor which is in good condi-
tion. Dirt and dust are sucked into
the engine with the air taken
through the carburetor. These are
then deposited on the cylinder
walls, and eventually they find
their way into the crankcase with
the oil. The breathing action in the
crankcase also draws in a certain
amount of dust. Besides the dust
from the air, particles of carbon
which form on the under side of
the piston heads and other in-
tensely hot places drop into the
oil and form an abrasive. Oil of
the proper viscosity is able to pro-
vide a sufficiently heavy film of
lubricant to prevent an abrasive
action, but the diluted oil is not
able to float the dust particles, and
consequently excessive wear re-
sults. It is for this reason that oil
in a crankcase should be changed
periodically. However, if an auto-
mobile is equipped with good oil
and air intake filters, the oil will
remain clean, and it can be run in-
definitely without the least pos-
sibility of injury to the motor. It
is possible for automobile owners
to drain their oil every few hund-
red miles, filter it by the use of a
filter-aid, and replace it in their
cars with satisfactory results.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
1. Engineering Bulletin, No. IV
116, Standard Oil Company of
Indiana, 1926.
2. Library Bulletin of Abstracts,
Universal Oil Products Co., IX-8
Feb. 21, 1930.
3. Superior Re-refining Units
(advertising bulletin) Superior Re-
fining Machines Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
Recent Developments in
Automobile Engines
One of the major causes for the
continual increase in output in the
automobile industry has been the
fundamental improvement made
upon the power plant of the modern
car.
Public demand for greater speed
made necessary a great increase in
horsepower. In order to obtain this
increase without going to bigger
engines, it was necessary to in-
crease engine speeds. These small,
powerful, high-speed engines call-
ed for an increase in compression
ratios, and introduced new prob-
lems concerning valves and valve
seat wear, valve cooling, cylinder
wear, lubrication, bearing life, and
vibrations.
The problem of eliminating rapid
wear of cylinder walls, caused by
the increased speed, presented two
possibilities. One was the use of
cylinder liners ; the other was the
use of harder materials for the
cylinder block. Liners are being
used in truck motors and in a few
automobile motors, but the harder
block materials are increasing in
use more rapidly. The development
of alloy cast irons, especially the
chromium-nickel-molybdenum al-
Charles MacDonald, m., '36
loys, made available a material far
superior to plain gray iron, in that
these alloys are hard, dense, and
highly wear resisting. The increase
of hardness presented problems in
machining, and it was not until the
development o f diamond a n d
tungsten-carbide cutting tools that
these alloys could be employed.
Even with high-speed cutting tools
the maximum alloy content with
its accompaning hardness is limit-
ed by the machineability of the
material. One of the most popular
alloys for blocks contains from .50
to .60 per cent molybdenum, up to
.30 per cent nickel, and up to .50 per
cent chromium. For liners the
molybdenum contents runs as high
as 1.00 per cent. The tensile
strength of the block alloys is ap-
proximately 37,000 lbs. per sq. in.
with a Brinell hardness of about
512, while regular cast iron values
are approximately 25,000 and 200.
Increased compress:on ratios
have made necessary better cooling
in the cylinder head. Various types
of heads with high coefficients of
heat conduction are being used,
such as cast aluminum, cast copper,
and aluminum combustion cham-
bers inserted in cast iron heads.
The cast copper and the aluminum
inserts are mostly experimental,
the greatest developments occur-
ring in the use of cast aluminum.
In 1933 two makes of cars appear-
ed with cast aluminum cylinder
heads, while in 1935 twelve makes
came so equipped. This number in-
clude the following nine models
selling for less than $1,000 ; Chrys-
ler, DeSoto, Dodge, Ford, Graham,
Hudson, Lafayette, Reo, Stude-
baker, and Terraplane.
Two general types of pistons are
being used, the aluminum and the
cast iron alloy. Adoption of the
aluminum piston has increased
greatly during the past five years
and during this period many
properties peculiar to aluminum
have been solved. When the alum-
inum piston was first introduced,
it was found necessary to allow an
excessive clearance so that the
piston would not seize when hot.
This difficulty was solved by the
use of invar-struts, which will not
allow the piston to expand, by the
use of aluminum alloys having a
low coefficient of expansion, and
by the use of pistons with an
P a g e 8
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elliptical cross section which will
become circular when hot. The
rapid wearing of aluminum pistons
is being combated b y surface
oxidizing, which forms a hard
wear-resisting coating on the rub-
bing surface.
The alloy cast iron pistons have
a composition of 3.25% carbon,
2.25% silicon, .35% molybdenum
and .20% nickel. These pistons are
tinned to make possible faster
"breaking in" speeds. The soft tin
forms a coating between the cylin-
der wall and piston ; it produces a
mirror finish ; and it acts as a lub-
ricant.
Increased speed has brought
about many bearing problems.
Bearing and oil temperatures in
some of the high-speed cars of
1935 are above the safe range for
ordinary babbitt metal. All-bronze
bearings have the necessary load-
carrying capacity at high tempera-
tures and speeds, but they require
excessively hard shafts. Bearing
metals developed primarily for air-
plane motors have been adopted.
One of these materials is a mechan-
ical mixture, not an alloy, of cop-
per and lead. This metal provides
stiffness, good heat conductivity,
and low frictional losses at high
working temperatures, however
the cost is rather high, and some
oils attack the free lead. Cadmium-
silver and cadmium-nickel bearing
alloys also have been developed.
They cost less than the copper-lead
bearings, a n d have properties
surperior to those of babbitt. One
company has standardized on these
alloys for main and connecting rod
bearings for all truck engines.
Quill and needle bearings are being
used by diesel engine designers
for main, connecting rod, and wrist
pin bearings. They might easily be
adapted to the automobile engine.
These bearings are similar to the
ordinary roller bearing, except that
the rollers are much smaller, the
entire unit being no larger than a
common bushing.
Rapid wear of valve seats was
one of the first difficulties caused
by the high temperatures produced
with high compression ratios and
high speeds. This wear causes a
loss of compression, and gives rise
to poor engine performance. Better
valve cooling will reduce this wear
but a change in material for the
seat is more effective. The alloy
cast irons used for the block have
improved valve seat life, but under
severe conditions this is not satis-
factory. Many cars and trucks now
have exhaust valve seats made of
the hardest and most wear resist-
ing practical materials obtainable,
such as Stellite and tungsten—
chromium tool steel. These inserts
are made so that they have a light
press fit after being cooled with
solid carbon dioxide. After they ex-
pand in place a very tight fit is
produced. Stellite exhause valve
seats have been reported to give a
life of 250,000 miles in truck
motors where the conditions are
very severe. Since the expected life
of a passenger car is only about
50,000 miles, the use of Stellite is
not justified.
Exhaust valves are usually made
of tungsten and chromium alloys.
For heavy duty engines stainless
steel has been used. Valves are
now being made with a seating sur-
face of the same material as the
seat itself, with the material being
welded to the face of the valve.
The use of superchargers on
passenger cars is an important re-
cent development. Their use per-
mits a considerable. reduction in
motor size for a given output.
There is much resistance to the
flow of the vapor through the car-
buretor, manifold, and valve ports,
and this resistance increases rapid-
ly with higher speeds. As a result
the charge of fuel is much smaller
than is needed if the suction of the
piston is to be depended upon to
produce the charge. By blowing air
through the carburetor the pres-
sure in the manifold is increased,
thus crowding a heavier charge into
the cylinder. Franklin cars have a
supercharger which is part of the
air cooling system, while three
manufacturers use the centrifugal
type : Duesenberg, Auburn, and
Graham. These centrifugal types
run at from 5 to 6 times engine
speed. The rotors are of aluminum ;
the casing is water cooled ; and
force feed lubrication is employed.
These superchargers have made
possible Duesenberg's guarantee of
165 m. p. h., and Auburn's super-
charged models certified to do 100
m. p. h.
Many changes are being made
in the cooling systems of the
modern engine. The systems are
required to dissipate more heat
while at the same time the radia-
ton is being changed in shape so
that it becomes less efficient as a
dissipator of heart. Radiators are
being made higher and narrower,
with the flow of air restricted by
grills and inclosing shells. Greater
heat dissipation with these orna-
mental radiators has been obtained
through larger pumps and fans.
The higher water velocity produced
by the larger pumps increases the
rate of heat absorption and dis-
sipation. The larger fans, which
have been designed similar to air-
plane propellers, greatly increase
the rate of heat transfer in the
radiator and around the block. The
block has been designed so that the
water has the least amount of re-
sistance to its flow. In several new
cars the water jacket extends to
the bottom of the cylinder and com-
pletely around the exhaust valve
seats.
Ventilation of the crankcase and
valve chamber has been introduced.
It is claimed that the air carries
away the vapors and fumes before
they can condense and dilute the
oil. In the Ford there is a screened
scoop at the rear of the engine,
directly back of the fans, through
which the air enters the crankcase.
The air travels through the crank-
case up through the valve cham-
ber, and escapes through an outlet
at the front of the engine.
Many of the developments men-
tioned in this article are results of
the research conducted by the
manufacturers of low priced cars.
Competition has become so keen
that higher quality materials and
better engineering practice are
often the deciding factor between
profit and loss.
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Goodbye!
THIS issue marks the final workof the present Technic staff.
For the many seniors who have
been working on the staff since
their freshman year, this will be
their last efforts on the staff. How-
ever, the experience which they
have acquired while working should
some day prove to be more worth-
while than the time they spent in
writing copy or selling advertising
or making up an issue to go to
press. Several members of the
staff will remain on next year. To
them it is an opportunity to con-
tinue to gain experience along
journalistic lines.
Getting out an issue on time is
no easy task when one considers
the fact that the members of the
staff have their lessons to prepare,
the same as the other students in
school.
The past year has witnessed
progress in many ways by the
staff. Last fall the Technic was
host to the annual E. C. M. A. con-
vention. This was the first time
that Rose has ever been chosen for
this honor. From the viewpoint of
circulation, editorial content, and
advertising, both national and
local, the magazine has been im-
proved greatly. There is yet much
chance for improvement. With the
next issue the new staff assumes
its duties and responsibilities.
With the best wishes for a suc-
cessful publishing year we say,
"Goodbye."
Alpha Chi Sigma wishes to
apologize to both Mr. Harold
Reintjes and Mr. Joe Weaver,
Senior Chemicals, for any em-
barrassment caused by the
recently discovered error,
which placed Mr. Weaver's
name instead of that of Mr.
Reintjes on the scholarship
plaque as having had the high-
est standing in the chemical
engineering department at the
close of the Junior year.
Steps are being taken to
remedy this matter at once.
Both Mr. Reintjes and Mr.
Weaver have maintained a
high scholastic standard and
are members of Tau Beta Pi.
—Iota of Alpha Chi Sigma
The Editor's Box
I believe that our engineer-
ing courses could be improved if
the faculty would distinguish rou-
tine from non-routine work, and if
it would provide both the time and
the place in which the student
could do his routine work. To per-
form on one's own time such more
or less monotonous tasks as writ-
ing laboratory reports and working
stock problems requires more self
discipline than most students can
command. In my own program
there are at least four free hours
each week which are being wasted
by me, but which could just as
well be combined with two lecture
hours to make two problem blocks,
say for example, one in applied
mechanics and one in hydraulics.
Under this proposed system a
student would waste less time dur-
ing school hours ; and therefore he
would be able to spend his regular
study time at home in working the
more theoretical and more interest-
ing sides of his various courses.
Furthermore, he wouid progress
faster in his problem courses be-
cause he would be able to work
with his classmates and with his
instructor ; he would know from
week to week just what progress
had been made ; he would have
more time for extra curricular
activities ; and he would be able to
relax after a day at school with
the knowledge that he was keep-
ing up to date in his work.
The trend in industry with re-
gard to engineering practice seems
to give support to this suggestion.
In most industrial companies the
technical routine tasks are carried
out by junior engineers working
exclusively on company time. Then,
too, the need for such self dis-
cipline as is required under our
present scheme of courses is no
longer as important as is the ability
of the engineer to carry out orders
and to cooperate with the various
types of men to be found in in-
dustry. Although one of the stand-
ard aims of college is to encourage
self discipline in a student in order
to help him develop into a success-
ful man, nevertheless he will have
ample opportunity in the future to
develop such discipline if it is
needed.
RAYMOND HARROD.
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It's an ultra-short wave radio telephone antenna—before being raised above the
dunes of Cape Cod. G. For some years, Bell System engineers have been studying ultra-
short waves. They have developed automatic transmitters and receivers which may be
connected with regular telephone lines at points far from
central offices. They hope such radio links will be useful
in giving telephone service to points difficult to reach by
usual methods. G. The installation on Cape Cod—which
is now undergoing service tests—is just one more example
of Bell System pioneering in the public interest.
BELL TELEPHONE
Why not
telephone home one
night each week? Bargain
rates after 8:30 P. M.—
reverse the charges if
your folks agree!
SYSTEM
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Research and Progress
Edited by Albert V. McEowen, c., '35
Welded Steel Dormitory
The use of welded steel frame
construction in place of wood frame
or concrete work has been advo-
cated for some time, but no great
progress has been made, and the
subject is still in an experimental
stage. Stanford University recent-
ly erected a group of dormitories
which have some new developments
in this field incorporated in their
design, and which call for favor-
able comment from those interest-
ed in such work. The construction
is somewhat intermediate between
conventional wood frame design
duplicated in steel and structural
steel. Of particular interest are the
individual members. Studding and
joists are fabricated of light steel
sections, which are welded together
when the building is erected.
Consider the construction of one
of the dormitories, a two story
building about 40 by 200 feet in
plan. Four walls extend the full
length of the building, forming the
exterior and corridor walls of the
common dormitory. They are built
up in frame style with a sill plate
and studding. The sill plate is a
metal plate, 4 or 6 inches wide and
1/4 inch thick, to which the studs
are welded. The exterior studs,
which are 6 inches in width, extend
from the foundation to the eave
line. They are fabricated with a
flange of irregular cross-section,
and are connected with a web
formed by a three-quarter inch
channel bent to form a continuous
diagonal reinforcing member,
which is fillet welded to the chords
at alternate 12 inch intervals. The
corridor studs are simple four inch
channels with a one inch flange,
pressed from 16 gauge steel. All
the stud tops are held together by
another channel that fits down
over the stud flanges and is welded
to them. The joists are also of
continuous construction, extending
across the width of the building at
about three foot intervals, twice
the interval used for studding.
They are a type of Warren truss,
the chords of one-eighth inch
angles of varying size, and the
web of one by one by one-eighth
inch angles, fillet-welded to the
vertical leg of the chord angles.
When these continuous joists are
welded to exterior and corridor
studding, a fairly rigid framework
is produced, thereby furnishing a
solid foundation for the finish
work. Wooden floors are used, be-
ing nailed to strips that are clip-
ped to the joists. Walls are plaster-
ed both outside and in, the exterior
stucco being applied to a 2 by 2
inch mesh of 16 gauge wire, and
the interior plaster going on a re-
inforced expanded metal lath. The
ceiling of the first floor rooms is
of plaster on a base of sound in-
sulating board, while that on the
second floor is backed by ordinary
expanded metal lath.
It can easily be seen that there
are several advantages to this con-
struction. Although it is not abso-
lutely fireproof, yet it is of such
safety that it can command a lower
insurance rate, not to mention the
advantage of increased personal
safety, regardless of insurance.
The rigidity of the frame when
further increased by cross brac-
ing gives adequate protection
against earthquake shocks. The
light weight of the members,
coupled with t h e construction
methods, make possible consider-
able erection speed, a factor ap-
preciated by any contractor. On
this project the frames for four
dormitories were placed and weld-
ed in thirty working days, with
the erecting gang working on one
shift and the welders on two.
An additional advantage o f
peculiar interest to builders in sec-
tions where termites are hazard-
ous is the natural safety of this
type of construction. It happens
that these buildings were put up
in a section where the termites are
quite offensive. The points men-
tioned here give this type of weld-
ed steel construction some substan-
tial backing, and should help to
encourage the work in this field.
Engineering News-Record.
Heavy Hydrogen
Heavy hydrogen, which was pre-
sented to the scientific world by
the now famous Professor Harold
C. Urey, is what one might call an
isotope of hydrogen. It was orig-
inally believed that the nuclei of
any element were all the same, but
radio-activity proved this to be un-
true in some cases. Lately some
non-radioactive elements have been
studied, and some of them also
have been found to possess more
than one kind of nucleus. These
different nuclei, which are called
isotopes, differ only in mass, and
not in chemical properties.
Urey made a search for that
particularly interesting isotope of
hydrogen which would have a
mass twice that of the ordinary hy-
drogen nucleus, and which there-
fore would be the most elemental
of all nuclei except for the regular
hydrogen nucleus. He and his co-
workers reasoned that fractional
distillation of hydrogen at the ex-
tremely low temperature of -435°
F would concentrate the heavy
atom ; consequently they proceed-
ed at once to the task of getting the
necessary liquid hydrogen. Dr. F.
G. Brickwedde furnished this from
the Bureau of Standards. He allow-
ed two gallons of the liquid to boil
away until but a few drops remain-
ed ; and this he shipped to the ex-
perimenters. They studied this
sample spectroscopically by placing
the gas in a tube under a potential
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of several thousand volts, then
examining the luminous color pro-
duced with the aid of a spectro-
graph, and then interpreting the
spectral lines by the theory of
Prof. Niels Bohr. Urey was able
t o calculate that any heavier
isotopes would cause a faint satel-
lite to accompany the regular hy-
drogen line, and in addition he was
able to predict their position and
intensity. Their studies proved his
predictions to be correct. The
isotopes of mass two did exist, and
in the amount required by the
theory. Later experiments have
indicated the presence of still
another heavy atom of mass three.
The distillation of liquid hydro-
gen is not a practical method for
the production of the heavy hy-
drogen, because the quantities
produced are too small for any
further use, and so another more
suitable method has been advanc-
ed. Ordinary hydrogen is produced
commercially by the electrolysis of
a caustic soda solution. The new
process merely continues the action
for a long time till the unelectro-
lized water remaining in the cells
contains almost all heavy water.
This is the only practical method
known at present, but unfortunate-
ly it is rather slow. Then, too, the
last operations must be carefully
handled, since the heavy water is
very hygroscopic and takes moist-
ure from the air readily. Present
experiments may prove successful
and furnish other means of pro-
duction. Until then the price will
probably remain as it is now, at
twenty dollars per gram.
The properties of this heavy
water are furnishing new possi-
bilities for experiment in many
lines. The chemist finds it useful
in his work to study the effect of
mass on his reactions ; the physi-
cist finds it useful in nuclear trans-
mutations ; and the biologist
studies the effects on the growth
of living organisms. As for physical
properties, heavy water freezes at
3.8 C, boils at 101.4 C, and has a
density of 1.1079. If and when it
is possible to furnish the new
water as fast as it is desired, there
April, 1935
will be made possible many more
applications and investigations of
this strange substance.
Mechanical Engineering.
Coldest Cold
T h e low-temperature labora-
tories of Leyden University in the
Netherlands have reported the low-
est of the low temperatures. They
have reached one five-thousandth
of a degree above absolute zero.
This temperature was measured
with a magnetic arrangement,
since no other available type of
thermometer would be of any use
at such a low temperature. The
Leyden scientists utilized the fact
that some chemical salts have a
random orientation of their mag-
netic particles, and when they are
magnetized in the field of a huge
electro-magnet, they possess less
energy than usual. They used
special salts cooled to the tempera-
ture of liquid helium. These were
placed in a magnetic field of 30,000
gauss, after which the strength of
the field was quickly reduced to
25 gauss. The resultant swinging
of the molecules back to a random
arrangement used up the energy
in the sample and thus removed
the heat. As the sample again heat-
ed up to the temperature of liquid
helium, the magnetization curve
of the sample was measured, there-
by showing the relation between
magnetization and temperature.
By prolonging this curve backward
it was possible to find the lowest
temperature reached by the sample,
which in this case was that small
fraction, one five-thousandth of a
degree.
Visit the Toasty Shop
ANL
TOASTY
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SHOP.
I •
OPEN ALL NIGHT
22 South 7th St.
BOWLES & STAFFORD
"REBUILDERS OF SHOES"
Free Delivery to Dormitory
108 North Seventh St.
Call C-1654
VIQ.UESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"
C-1344 815 Ohio St.
Weldele & Wright
CLEANERS
1529 Wabash Ave.
Phone C-2154
GEORGE WELDELE, Prop.
Hoosier Radio Service
1232 Wabash Ave.
Phone C-1563
Philco Auto Sets
STUDEBAKER
Miracle Ride
SHANKS MOTOR CO.
SUCCESS FOR YOU
with
SILENT-CORONA
Just ahead are years of increasing pros-
perity and ever widening opportunity for
those who are equipped to go forward.
Let Corona help YOU to success.
TYPEWRITER REBUILDER
SALES CO.
Distributors for L. C. SMITH AND CORONA
C-1530 106 N. 7th St.
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FRATERNITIES
Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Tau Ome-
ga held open house
on Saturday eve-
ning, April 6th for
members, pledges,
and their guests.
Lieut. and Mrs.
Garges and Prof. and Mrs. Blox-
some were chaperones for the
affair.
Pledge school was finished last
week, and rough initiation, "hell
week," took place on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday. This was fol-
lowed by the formal initiation on
Sunday for the following men :
Adam Roemiser, Chicago, Ill. ;
Russel Kerr, Indianapolis, Ind. ;
John Hunter, Allen Greenland,
Merton Scharenberg, all of Terre
Haute.
The social committee is now
making plans for the spring formal
dance, which will be held on Satur-
day night, April 20.
Theta Xi
An old t i m e,
smoker was held
at the chapter
house o n March
16. Among those
present were
George Renfro '29
of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, and Dan Ringo '32 of Ham-
mond, Indiana.
The entire active chapter was
recently entertained at a chop suey
supper given by Don Gardner at
his home on the evening of March
26.
Spring initiation will be held in
the early part of April, at which
time several new men will become
active. An initiation dance will fol-
low shortly for the new initiates.
Some of the would-be musicians
of the chapter are organizing a
campus orchestra, which we under-
stand will be the only one of its
kind ever organized, at least in
recent years. We will patiently
await developments as soon as a
sound proof room is built for re-
hearsals.
Sigma Nu
The Rev. George
E. Francis of the
Centenary M. E.
Church has con-
sented to become
t h e chapter ad-
viser for Beta Up-
silon. He was the guest of the
chapter for dinner at the house on
March 19, at which time he was
welcomed into our group. All mem-
bers of Beta Upsilon sincerely feel
that he is an admirable man for
the position. Rev. Francis is an
alumnus from Beta Beta chapter
of Sigma Nu.
John C. Cooley, who graduated
with the class of 1929 and who is
now located in Chicago, spent the
night of March 19 at the chapter
house. He attended the fraternity
meeting that night, and comment-
ed upon the condition of the house,
and on how well organized the
fraternity seemed to be.
Many of the members of Beta
Upsilon were the guests of Beta
Beta chapter at DePauw, on March
23, for a dance held at the house
in Greencastle. Everyone who went
reported that he had a very en-
joyable time.
Alpha Chi Sigma
Iota chapter re-
cently held its bus-
iness meeting at
the home of Robert
Shattuck in Clin-
ton, Indiana. The
evening was ended
socially with the
playing of bridge and the serving
of refreshments. Iota is looking
forward to another meeting at the
home of Brother Shattuck.
With the announcement of the
staffs of The Modulus and The
Rose Technic for the school year
of 1935-36, Iota again finds its
members and pledges well repre-
sented.
Plans for a banquet for mem-
bers, pledges, and their guests is
in progress at the present time.
S Harry Richardson, m., '35SPORT
loDosE is now in the midst of its
" annual spring program of
athletics. This year the program
will consist of baseball, tennis, and
track.
Baseball, being the sport which
interests and involves more of the
student body, is probably the most
important This year the season
teams, one from each department.
Edited by
will be unusually long as spring
football practice was held before
the mid-term examinations. The
diamond is in good shape and will
be ready for play as soon as the
weather permits. It is planed, as
was the case last year, to have a
baseball league consisting of four
A league schedule will be made up
and at the end of the season a
series will be held between the two
leading teams in the league.
As the mechanicals and civils will
probably run one two or two one in
the league race, it leaves the elec-
tricals and the chemicals in a dead
heat fOr third place. Of course, this
is only the guess of the editor and,
like any other pre-season choice, is
subject to change at any moment.
Tennis at Rose is due for a big
year if any tennis players can be
found. Matches have been sched-
uled with DePauw and Wabash and
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matches are in the process of being
arranged with Charleston, St.
Joseph's, and Normal. These last
are still a matter of considerable
discussion. The first match is to be
with DePauw on the 29th of April.
In order to pick a tennis team,
Coach Brown had a meeting of
candidates on April 10 and practice
was started at that time. Straw,
Montgomery, and Myers, all mem-
bers of last years team will prob-
ably see some action this year, but
this leaves two more members at
the least to be chosen to complete
the five man team. Matches be-
tween the candidates will probably
be the deciding factor in the final
choices
An intramural tournament will
also be held a little later in the
year.
Track is the other spring sport
on the intramural program for this
year. Our intramural track season
always lasts just one day which is
more than enough for anybody
that participates. This year, as is
usually the case, the track meet
will be turned into a decathalon in
which all members of the student
body see just how long they can
stick it out. There will be ten events
this year ; namely, the 100 and 220
yard dashes, 440 yard shuttle and
half mile relays, the 120 yard low
hurdles, shot put, discuss, javelin,
high jump, and running broad
jump.
There has not been ay date set
as yet, but the meet will probably
be held the second or third Satur-
day in May.
DRINK
IN BOTTLES
Terre Haute House
Drug Store
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K & E
SLIDE RULES
MADE
IN
U. S. A.
Log Log Trig Slide Rule
4090-3SL with K & E
Improved Indicator.
Back of Every Achievement
of Modern Engineering
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK HOBOKEN. N. J.
CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO MONTREAL
America's Foremost Manufacturer at Drawing Materials,
Surveying Instruments and Measuring Tapes
\VALK
vv OVER
SHOES
For Men Represent the
Best There is
Making and the
Right in Every
in Shoe
Price is
Instance.
Men's Shoe Prices
$4.00 to $10.00
CHENEY'S
Wall< Over
Boot Skop
659 Wabash Avenue
Rose
Polytechnic
Students
Who Like to Save Money
Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neck.ties Underwear and Other
Furnishings in Our
MEN'S SHOP!
1st Floor — West Entrance
The Root
Store
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Edited by
Jay F. Hall, e., '35
THE Alumni Editor has received
reprints of two interesting
articles presented before the an-
nual convention of the American
Gas Association by Leon J. Willien,
1906, of the Byllesby Engineering
and Management Corporation, Chi-
cago. One paper on "Standby Gas"
was read before the natural gas
division and the other on "Gas
Analyses in the Study of Water
Gas Operdtions" was on the pro-
gram of the technical section. Both
papers include much statistical
data from commercial gas plants in
actual operation. Mr. Willien re-
ceived the Beal Medal of the Amer-
ican Gas Association in 1927 for
presenting the most valuable tech-
nical paper of the year and was
made an Honorary Member of the
Pacific Coast Gas Association in
recognition of his research on the
manufacture of a high B.t.u. gas
for use as a substtute for natural
gas in an emergency.
Here and T here with the Grads
'16
Clarence Carlisle is now
Engineer with the Phil-
lips Petroleum Company,
in Kansas City, Kansas.
Jacob F. Reinking, who
is with the United States
Gypsum Company, has
been transferred to Detroit.
Eugene S. Whitlock, who
is with the Gulf Refining
Company, has been trans-
Cincinnati.
E. Wayne Watkins has
been transferred to Indi-
anapolis where he is now
doing bridge design.
)2 9 Ralph Bailey, who is
with the Ohio Bell, was
recently transferred back
'20
'22
f erred to
'26
to Cleveland
Ohio.
'34
from Youngstown,
Edward Ketchum now
has a position in Silver
City, New Mexico, in the
power department of a gold mine.
Frank Mansur, who is with the
Anaconda Wire & Cable Mills of
Orange, California, is doing extra
layout work with Gilbert Western
Stearns, Indiana, at Santa Ana,
California.
Samuel S. Early
THE first graduating class of RosePolytechnic was in 1885 and
we are very happy at this time to
publish the life of Samuel S. Early,
one of the three who were gradu-
ated in 1885.
Almost immediately after grad-
uation Mr. Early went to Yonkers,
New York, where he worked for
one and a half years as a drafts-
man in a machine shop.
He left Yonkers in September of
'86 to join Sooysmith & Co., engi-
neers and contractors, of New York
City, who, at the time, were busily
engaged in putting in the founda-
tions for railroad bridges across
both the Ohio River and the
Missouri River. He stayed with
them until December of '87 when
he returned to Terre Hatue for a
vacation.
From March, '88 to July, '93 Mr.
Early was private secretary to the
President of the Vandalia Railroad.
This gentleman was also the Presi-
dent of The Terre Haute Shovel
and Tool Company and he gave Mr.
Early the opportunity of going to
that plant as Manager and Treas-
urer. He remained in that position
for ten years ; at the end of that
time the plant was destroyed by
fire.
A few months later he entered
the employ of The Ames Shovel
and Tool Company, as Manager of
their old plant, The O. Ames and
Sons Corporation, at North Easton,
Mass. That was a very interesting
position, as the company was the
oldest manufacturer of shovels in
the United States. Mr. Early was
Manager of that plant until April,
1918, when he became Secretary,
Assistant to the President, and a
Director in The Ames Shovel and
Tool Company, holding this posi-
tion for ten years until it was re-
organized. Mr. Early remained with
the reorganized company for four
years as Secretary, Assistant to
the President, and Purchasing
Agent.
In April of 1932 he retired from
active business and went on the
"unemployed" list, which is his
present situation.
The two things most interesting
in Mr. Early's career were the work
with Sooysmith & Company, al-
most all of which was down in the
caissons in compressed air ; the
other one was the manufactur:ng
of shovels, spades, and scoops with
The Terre Haute Shovel and Tool
Company and with the O. Ames
& sons Corporation.
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WILL YOU BE READY ?
Industry is awakening. Already it is demanding
technically trained men, men with engineering ed-
ucations. Will you be called? Will you be ready?
Since 1874 Rose Polytechnic Institute has train-
ed men for Industrial leadership. Well planned
courses in Civil, Chemical, Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering are offered. For complete
information, write to the registrar.
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Terre Haute, Indiana
April, 1935
..
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Radio Club Station Back on
the Air
The club station, W 9 N A A, is
now back on the air. The new
transmitter, which was built by
Rose students, is functioning per-
fectly. The outfit consist of a type
'59 oscillator, either tri-tet or elect-
ron coupled, a type '59 buffer or
doubler, and pushpull type '10's
power amplifier in Class C. The
club hopes to add a stage of push-
pull 852's sometime soon. The
transmitter is coupled by means of
an impedance matching network
to a Zeppelin antenna, which was
built and tested in connection with
thesis investigations. The club has
also purghased a new communica-
tions type receiver. This purchase
was made possible through sub-
scriptions of students and faculty
members, in addition to the amount
received from the student fund.
Already many successful contacts
have been made. Members of the
club who hold Federal Communica-
tions Commission licenses have a
treat in store for them when they
operate the new W 9 N A A. In
view of the fact that the old sta-
tion served to establish contact
with Australian and New Zealand
amateurs, what can be expected of
the new station ?
Modulus
In order to make this year's edi-
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tion of the Modulus more repre-
sentative of the student body as a
whole, it is planned to include a
large number of pictures of student
activities and of student groups.
Students are therefore asked to
submit snapshots of students, of
the campus, or of faculty members
to the editor of the Modulus. All
pictures which are submitted will
be returned if so requested.
Glee Club Plans Concert
Programs
The Rose Tech Glee Club, one of
the most active of the campus or-
ganizations, is making plans to
complete the school year with a
series of concert programs. En-
gagements are scheduled tentative-
ly for Sullivan, Paris, and Craw-
fordsville. The club is also work-
ing toward the annual concert to
be given at the Centenary Metho-
dist Church on Sunday evening,
April 28. The entire club will
present a whole evening's enter-
tainment. Through many public
appearances the club is rapidly be-
coming known as a well balanced
organization. Calls for new mem-
bers will be issued soon : Carusoes
are not expected, although they
will be highly appreciated. Any
student who is interested in sing-
ing is asked to see an officer of
the club.
Campus
Activities
Edited by
Carl Wischmeyer,
e., '37
Camera Club Contest
The annual Camera Club com-
petition, which was announced
some time ago, is well under way.
The prizes, including films, tripod,
exposure guide, sensitized paper,
handbooks, bromide paper, and
other photographic needs, are now
on display. Entries are beginning
to come in. Students are reminded
to get busy with their picture tak-
ing, and particularly with their
developing and printing, in order
to avoid the last minute rush. En-
tries will be filed by number only.
Prize winning pictures will be
placed on display as soon as the
contest closes. Remember any
scene taken on the Rose campus
or of any Rose activity is eligible.
Either enlargements or contact
prints up to eight by ten inches are
acceptable. Be particularly careful
in developing and printing, because
it is the finished product that will
be judged. There is still time to
join the Camera Club and try your
skill as an amateur photographer.
Rifle Club Closes Successful
Season
The Rose Polytechnic Rifle Team
fired its last postal match this sea-
son during the week ending March
sixteenth. The match was in com-
petition with the University of
Missouri and the Polytechnic In-
stitute of Brooklyn. Scores were :
Missouri 3713, Rose 3506 ; Brook-
lyn 1363, Rose 1349.
The results of the Fifth Corps
Area Intercollegiate Match have
The Rose Technic
been received and show Rose fin-
ishing in sixth place among ten
competitors.
On Saturday, March ninth, a
team of eight Rose riflemen engag-
ed in a shoulder-to-shoulder match
at Urbana with the Engineer R.
O. T. C. Unit Rifle Team of the
University of Illinois. The results
were : Rose 1785, Illinois 1717.
The varsity rifle team of Indiana
University w a s engaged in a
shoulder-to-shoulder match at
Bloomington on Saturday, March
twenty-third. The results of this
match were : Indiana 1808, Rose
1742. A shoulder-to-shoulder match
was scheduled with Washington
University of St. Louis for March
thirtieth, but at this writing no
score has been received.
Unusual Assembly Program
On March seventh the Rose
HEINL'S
We can take good care of all
your flower needs.
FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th St.
FISCHER'S
Auto Supply Stores
329 Ohio St. - 901-3 Wab. Ave.
in Terre Haute
14 West National
Brazil
Columbian
Laundry Company
"The
Soft Water
Laundry"
1112 Wabash C-1301
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student body was addressed by
Young Thunder Cloud at a general
assembly. Young Thunder Cloud is
an Indian sub-chief from Okla-
homa. He is a college graduate and
has taken several advanced degrees
in both electrical and mechanical
engineering. In the course of his
talk he pictured the present Indian
situation in the West, adding many
personal comments and exper-
iences. The talk created a great
deal o f comment among t h e
students.
HANOVER SHOES
New Spring
Styles
$3.50
683 WABASH AVE.
All Matters Relating to
Patents and
Trademarks
411
HOOD and HAHN
ARTHUR M. HOOD, Rose '93
H. B. HOOD, Rose '24
441
1001 Hume-Mansur Building
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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To the
Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our
Complete
Printing Service
0
Rapid accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices
Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.
140 North 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
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TANGENTIAL TWISTS
We would still like to know if
Cox thought he was going to fly
when he stuck his coat tails out
behind himself so attractively at
the St. Pat's Dance.
Professor : "A catalyst is some-
thing that aids in the completion
of a reaction but takes no active
part in it. Can you illustrate?"
Student: " A glass egg."
—T he Spectator.
A pal of ours landed a good job
in a bloomer factory. He's pulling
down about two thousand a year.
—Punch Bowl.
Cookie : "How come you go
steady with Ruth ?"
Earl : "She's different from
other girls."
Cookie: "How's that?"
Earl : "She's the only one who
will go with me."
And then there was the absent-
minded professor who sent his
correspondence over to the golf
club and went over to his secretary
and played a round.
Cushman : "Hello!"
Skirt : "I beg your pardon.
You've made a mistake."
Cushy : "Aren't you the little
girl I kissed at a party last night?"
Skirt : "Must have been sister.
She's sick today."
Driving Instructor : "And this,
Madame, is the hand brake. It's
put on very quickly in case of an
emergency."
Madame: "I see--something like
a kimono."
—The Pointer.
336 Potomac Avenue
Close up of John Burget Stine-
man's mind.
Everyman is as bad as he thinks
she thinks he is!
The modern girl may have her
faults' but she's not effeminate.
Some pepole have no respect for
age—unless it's bottled.
—Reader's Digest.
Well, Dad, I just ran up to say
hello."
Too late, Son; your mother ran
up to say goodbye and got all my
change."
"All right back there?" bawled
the conductor.
"Hol' on, hol' on!" shrilled a
feminine voice, "Jes' wait till I get
my clothes on."
And then as the entire carfull
craned their necks expectantly, she
entered with a basket of laundry.
A negro woman attended a
slight-of-hand performance and
was greatly delighted with the con-
jurers tricks until, spreading a
newspaper upon the table and plac-
ing a heavy blanket over it, the
man of magic proceeded to read the
newspaper.
"Fo' de Lawd's sake !" exclaimed
Dinah, "dis ain't no place foh a
women in a thin caliker dress!"
After the flood was over Noah
went back to see if all the animals
were out of the ark. He found a
pair of snakes in a corner weeping
copiously. When he asked them
what the trouble was, they said:
"You told us to go out and multi-
ply upon the earth, and we cannot,
for we are adders."
—California Engineer.
"What made you quarrel with
Myrle?"
"Well, he proposed to me again
last night."
"Where was the harm in that?"
"My dear, I had accepted him the
night before."
—Wayne Engineer.
Movie Actress : "I'll endorse your
cigarettes for no less than
$50,000."
Cigarette Magnate : "I would
rather see you inhale first."
—The Luflin Line.
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MAKING FLAWS SQUAWK
AVALVE used in a General Electric refrigeratorunit requires a small steel spring, which, during
the time that a refrigerator is in operation, is used
several hundred times per minute. A small defect,
even a microscopic scratch, would be sufficient to
cause the spring to fail after a relatively small
number of operations. Consequently a fast, certain
means of inspection for the steel ribbon of which the
springs are made was necessary.
It is generally known that, if a secondary coil is
placed around a core of iron and the iron is placed
in a magnetic field, there is a definite relation between
the chemical and physical properties of the iron
and the resultant electrical wave induced in the
secondary coil. Using this knowledge as a base, a
General Electric laboratory built an inspection
device. The spring material is run through a mag-
netic field, and the induced current is fed through an
amplifier to a loudspeaker. A hum peculiar to the
magnetic properties of the material sounds in the
loudspeaker as long as the quality of the material
is uniform. Any flaw, however, changes the magnetic
properties, the magnetic field then becomes un-
balanced, and the loudspeaker emits a shrill squawk.
' "'.
fiere it tonnes There if goes /
STREAMLINE COMMUTING
PORTLAND-BOSTON commuters will shortly re-ceive a taste of real speed. Fairly before they have
a chance to swallow their breakfasts, they will be
whisked into North Station by the "Flying Yankee."
In the morning, the train will streak the 115 miles
from Portland, Maine, to Boston in 110 minutes.
Then during the day, it will make a round trip to
Bangor, Maine, making the 250-mile trip each way
in 265 minutes. When the business day closes, it
will streak back up Portland way with the com-
muters it brought down in the morning.
The "Flying Yankee" is a 200-foot articulated train,
of lightweight, stainless-steel construction. Its three
sections are carried on four trucks. Power originates
in a 600-horsepower Diesel engine, directly con-
nected with a General Electric generator. Two
General Electric traction motors are mounted in the
first truck. An auxiliary generator and the control
equipment are also built by General Electric.
HOT DOG
lEPEG is an elderly English setter, who can trace her
JL family back to some of the very best nobility
in her breed. When she was younger, she enjoyed
nothing more than romping about in the snow. But
in the last few years, American winters, with all
their sub-zero weather, have not agreed with her
too well.
So last year, her owner, H. C. Ward, U. of Wisconsin,
'05, of the General Electric office in Rochester,
N. Y., decided to heat her kennel. Quite appropri-
ately, he decided to do the job electrically. He in-
stalled a length of G-E soil-heating cable, plugged
it into an outlet, and turned on the juice.
He did not stop there, however. Such a fine old dog
deserved a polished job. He also installed a G-E
thermostat in Peg's quarters to keep the temperature
constant through all kinds of weather. Now while
other dogs cower in frosty kennels, she disposes
herself in luxury. She wags her thanks to General
Electric.
96-138DH
GENERAL ELECTRIC


